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SSEESSSSIIOONN  11  

AA  NNEEWW  WWOORRLLDD  OORRDDEERR  ((PPAARRTT  22))  
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GGLLOOBBAALLIIZZAATTIIOONN::  WWHHEERREE  AANNDD  WWHHEENN??  

  

TTRRIIUUMMPPHHAALLIISSMM,,  CCOONNFFLLIICCTT,,  FFLLOOWWSS  
  liberalism (liberal capitalism) 
 
  civilizational conflicts (billiard ball model of cultures?—Eric Wolf) 
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AATTTTEEMMPPTTSS  AATT  DDEEFFIINNIITTIIOONN  
 
  Ted Lewellen (anthropology): 

“Contemporary globalization is the increasing flow of trade, finance, 
culture, ideas, and people brought about by the sophisticated technology 
of communications and travel and by the worldwide spread of neoliberal 
capitalism and it is the local and regional adaptations to and resistances 

against these flows” (Lewellen, 2002, pp. 7-8) 

 
 Joseph Stiglitz (economics): 

“…it is the closer integration of the countries and peoples of the world 
which has been brought about by the enormous reduction of costs of 
transportation and communication, and the breaking down of artificial 
barriers to the flows of goods, services, capital, knowledge, and (to a 
lesser extent) people across borders. Globalization has been accompanied 
by the creation of new institutions that have joined with existing ones to 

work across borders” (Stiglitz, 2003, p. 9) 
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 Anthony Giddens (sociology) : ”the transformation of space and time,” 
“action at a distance,” “instantaneous global communications and mass 
transportation” (1994, p. 5) 

“the intensification of worldwide social relations which link distant 
localities in such a way that local happenings are shaped by events 

occurring many miles away and vice versa” (Giddens, 1990, p. 64) 

 
 Malcolm Waters (sociology): globalization is a social process,  

“in which the constraints of geography on social and cultural 
arrangements recede and in which people become increasingly aware 

that they are receding” (Waters, 1995: 3) 

 
 Anthony D. King (geography): 

“The immense acceleration in the processes of globalization and ‘global 
compression’…is most obviously seen in relation to the economy: the 
three major players in the internationalization of the economy since the 
1970s have been the banks, the global corporations and the state” (King, 

1990, p. 399) 
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GGLLOOBBAALLIIZZAATTIIOONN  PPEERRSSPPEECCTTIIVVEESS 
 
(1) Media, CEOs, political leaders in North America, Western Europe 
 
(2) Social scientists, quasi-academic think tanks 
 
(3) Political Leaders in the US, UK, and International Financial Institutions 
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SSTTAANNDDAARRDDIIZZAATTIIOONN  
  President Obama, July 1, 2013, in Tanzania 
 
“you’ve figured out how to work around the constraints, but we need to 
tear down these constraints. It still takes way too long — too many 
documents, too much bureaucracy — just to start a business, to build a 
new facility, to start exporting” 
 
“…standardization of how business gets done, that’s helpful too, because 
then people don’t have to try to figure out and unlock a different 
bureaucracy and a different system, different paperwork for even the 
most routine tasks” 
 
“…strengthening good governance is good business” 
 
“…we’re working with countries across Africa to improve governance, 
enhance open government, uphold the rule of law” 
 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/07/01/remarks-president-obama-business-leaders-forum 
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FFOOOODD  SSOOVVEERREEIIGGNNTTYY::  AA  TTHHIINNGG  OOFF  TTHHEE  PPAASSTT  
  Costa Rica: 
 
“The total volume and value of food imports doubled between 1990 and 
2000, and for some products more than doubled. While the volume of 
imports increased 2.5-fold, thanks to international low prices the 
agricultural import bill rose only 1.9-fold. The export-oriented strategy 
has proved so successful far, yet there are marked uncertainties in this 
regard. The data show that the aggregate supply of basic grains has 
experienced an important change. Imports account for a larger portion 
of total supply. Reliance on these imports is reasonable while prices are 
low and while the country earns enough foreign exchange….” 
 
http://www.fao.org/docrep/005/y4632e/y4632e0a.htm 
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GGLLOOBBAALLIIZZAATTIIOONN::  IIDDEEOOLLOOGGYY  OORR  FFAACCTT??  
 
  migration? 

UNDESA, OECD, UNPF 
http://www.oecd.org/els/mig/World-Migration-in-Figures.pdf 
http://www.unfpa.org/pds/migration.html 

 

  free trade? 
  exports? 
  transnational corporations (TNCs)? 
  cultural homogenization? 


